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Evaluation of Instruction Program Report
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No. of responses = 34

Enrollment = 208
Response Rate = 16.35%

1. Overall Rating:1. Overall Rating:

Your overall rating of this instructor.1.1)
Very HighVery Low n=34

av.=4.26
md=4
dev.=0.9
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Comments for this individual instructor:1.2)

A literal genius. So honored to have learned from him.

Did not have this lecturer

Dr. Jewitt is brilliant. Lectures with him are always fun and engaging and there is not a moment of
dullness, especially with all his hilarious informative videos. I do wonder how he finds some of the
videos he shares in class. He is tremendously knowledgeable and makes hard concepts very easy to
understand and perceive for all. Often he makes 'humorous' jabs, not all of which are appreciated, fairly
so. Office hours provides students with a concise explanation of any questions on the contents of the
course and are fun to attend. Professor Jewitt is great!

Dr. Jewitt was great. I enjoyed his funny commentary and different insights in his field. I feel like an
improvement that can be made is just having clearer slides.

Great professor. Had no lectures this quarter but enjoyed learning from him in the fall.

He didn't give out a lecture this quarter.

I believe Dr. Jewitt only taught one lecture this quarter, but he was informative, engaging, and happy to
answer any questions in class or office hours. I have no negative comments for his performance this
quarter.

I like that Professor Jewitt always puts an emphasis on learning rather than being a "grade monkey."
This made lectures much more enjoyable, since I was able to learn about something that actually
intrigued me. He explains concepts in a clear way that is easy to follow and makes me feel like I've
learned something important.

I loved Jewitt's lectures because you can tell how experienced he is in this field. It's crazy to think that
he's teaching about concepts that he discovered himself. I also enjoy how many clips he puts into his
lectures because they keep me engaged.

I loved Professor Jewitt's lectures! They were very interesting and informative!

This man should not be a teacher anymore. On multiple instances he said offensive things during
lecture, and many of my friends of color have dropped the course due to his insensitivity. It should go
without saying that saying that an actual nazi is an example of how people can be “both good and bad”.
I’m sure he’s a brilliant scientist, but not fit to teach anymore.

Very funny and knowledgeable. However he does go off course from the slides sometimes and says a
lot more off-topic things which is still hilarious yet a bit confusing sometimes.

Very knowledgable and definitely an expert in his respective field! My only criticism is that he appears
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unwilling to consider others' opinions at times. Otherwise, he's a great and fascinating professor!

You are absolutely amazing, Dr. Jewitt. I just love your style of teaching and your overflowing passion
for Astrophysics. The lectures were as always, super fun and informative. However, the best thing for
me, were your office hours. I am glad I was able to discuss all sorts of questions, thought experiments
and in that process journey through the cosmos with you. Now, that i look back at it, I am absolutely
mind-blown that I was able to be in a class, taught by you. You are an amazing role model indeed ! I am
sad that you don't take undergrads for research, would have loved to learn from you but it makes sense
that you do all the good stuff yourself, i appreciate that . Anyways, I have been learning from your PhD
student , Dave. I would be in his seminar too next quarter. His passion for astrophysics is also inspiring.
Maybe in the process of learning from Dave, I can learn something that you have taught him. Thank you
professor for sharing a glimpse of your knowledge, it was an interesting experience indeed.

fav prof ever!

sometimes isn't politically correct but overall good lecturer and funny
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Profile
Subunit: CLST PG
Name of the instructor: D.C. JEWITT
Name of the course:
(Name of the survey)
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Values used in the profile line: Mean

1. Overall Rating:1. Overall Rating:

1.1) Your overall rating of this instructor. Very Low Very High
n=34 av.=4.26


